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Summary. In this article, a radix-2k signed-digit number (Radix-2k SD number) is
defined and based on it a high-speed adder algorithm is discussed.

The processes of coding and encoding for public-key cryptograms require a great deal
of addition operations of natural number of many figures. This results in a long time for
the encoding and decoding processes. It is possible to reduce the processing time using the
high-speed adder algorithm.

In the first section of this article, we prepared some useful theorems for natural numbers
and integers. In the second section, we defined the concept of radix-2k, a set namedk-SD and
proved some properties about them. In the third section, we provide some important functions
for generating Radix-2k SD numbers from natural numbers and natural numbers from Radix-
2k SD numbers. In the fourth section, we defined the carry and data components of addition
with Radix-2k SD numbers and some properties about them. In the fifth section, we defined a
theorem for checking whether or not a natural number can be expressed asn digits Radix-2k

SD number.
In the last section, a high-speed adder algorithm on Radix-2k SD numbers is proposed and

we provided some properties. In this algorithm, the carry of each digit has an effect on only
the next digit. Properties of the relationships of the results of this algorithm to the operations
of natural numbers are also given.

MML Identifier: RADIX_1.

WWW: http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol11/radix_1.html

The articles [8], [11], [9], [1], [4], [7], [3], [10], [6], [2], and [5] provide the notation and terminol-
ogy for this paper.

1. SOME USEFUL THEOREMS

We follow the rules:i, k, m, n, x, y are natural numbers,i1, i2, i3 are integers, ande is a set.
We now state several propositions:

(2)1 If nmodk = k−1, then(n+1)modk = 0.

(3) If k 6= 0 andnmodk < k−1, then(n+1)modk = (nmodk)+1.

(4) If m 6= 0, thenkmodm·nmodn = kmodn.

(5) If k 6= 0, then(n+1)modk = 0 or (n+1)modk = (nmodk)+1.

1 The proposition (1) has been removed.
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(6) If i 6= 0 andk 6= 0, then(nmodik)÷ ik−
′1 < i.

(7) If k≤ n, thenmk | mn.

(8) If i2 > 0 andi3 ≥ 0, theni1 modi2 · i3 modi3 = i1 modi3.

2. DEFINITION FOR RADIX -2k, k-SD

Let us considern. The functor Radixn yields a natural number and is defined as follows:

(Def. 1) Radixn = 2n.

Let us considerk. The functork−SD yields a set and is defined as follows:

(Def. 2) k−SD= {e;e ranges over elements ofZ: e≤ Radixk−1 ∧ e≥−Radixk+1}.

One can prove the following propositions:

(9) Radixn 6= 0.

(10) For everyeholdse∈ 0−SD iff e= 0.

(11) 0−SD= {0}.

(12) k−SD⊆ (k+1)−SD.

(13) If e∈ k−SD, thene is an integer.

(14) k−SD⊆ Z.

(15) If i1 ∈ k−SD, theni1 ≤ Radixk−1 andi1 ≥−Radixk+1.

(16) 0∈ k−SD.

Let us considerk. One can verify thatk−SD is non empty.
Let us considerk. Thenk−SD is a non empty subset ofZ.

3. FUNCTIONS FORGENERATING RADIX -2k SD NUMBERS FROMNATURAL NUMBERS AND

NATURAL NUMBERS FROMRADIX -2k SD NUMBERS

In the sequela is an-tuple ofk−SD.
Next we state the proposition

(18)2 If i ∈ Segn, thena(i) is an element ofk−SD.

Let i, k, n be natural numbers and letx be an-tuple ofk−SD. The functor DigA(x, i) yields an
integer and is defined by:

(Def. 3)(i) DigA(x, i) = x(i) if i ∈ Segn,

(ii) DigA (x, i) = 0 if i = 0.

Let i, k, n be natural numbers and letx be an-tuple ofk−SD. The functor DigB(x, i) yields an
element ofZ and is defined as follows:

(Def. 4) DigB(x, i) = DigA(x, i).

Next we state two propositions:

(19) If i ∈ Segn, then DigA(a, i) is an element ofk−SD.

(20) For every 1-tuplex of Z such thatx1 = mholdsx = 〈m〉.
2 The proposition (17) has been removed.
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Let i, k, n be natural numbers and letx be an-tuple of k−SD. The functor SubDigit(x, i,k)
yielding an element ofZ is defined by:

(Def. 5) SubDigit(x, i,k) = (Radixk)i−′1 ·DigB(x, i).

Let n, k be natural numbers and letx be an-tuple ofk−SD. The functor DigitSDx yielding a
n-tuple ofZ is defined by:

(Def. 6) For every natural numberi such thati ∈ Segn holds(DigitSDx)i = SubDigit(x, i,k).

Let n, k be natural numbers and letx be an-tuple ofk−SD. The functor SDDecx yielding an
integer is defined by:

(Def. 7) SDDecx = ∑DigitSDx.

Let i, k, x be natural numbers. The functor DigitDC(x, i,k) yields an element ofk−SD and is
defined by:

(Def. 8) DigitDC(x, i,k) = (xmod(Radixk)i)÷ (Radixk)i−′1.

Let k, n, x be natural numbers. The functor DecSD(x,n,k) yields an-tuple of k−SD and is
defined by:

(Def. 9) For every natural numberi such that i ∈ Segn holds DigA(DecSD(x,n,k), i) =
DigitDC(x, i,k).

4. DEFINITION FOR CARRY AND DATA COMPONENTS OFADDITION

Let x be an integer. The functor SDAdd Carryx yielding an integer is defined as follows:

(Def. 10) SDAdd Carryx =

(i) 1, if x > 2,
(ii) −1, if x <−2,

0, otherwise.

Next we state the proposition

(21) SDAdd Carry0= 0.

Let x be an integer and letk be a natural number. The functor SDAdd Data(x,k) yields an
integer and is defined by:

(Def. 11) SDAdd Data(x,k) = x−SD Add Carryx ·Radixk.

Next we state two propositions:

(22) SDAdd Data(0,k) = 0.

(23) If k≥ 2 andi1 ∈ k−SD andi2 ∈ k−SD, then−Radixk+2≤ SD Add Data(i1 + i2,k) and
SD Add Data(i1 + i2,k)≤ Radixk−2.

5. DEFINITION FOR CHECKING WHETHER OR NOT ANATURAL NUMBER CAN BE

EXPRESSED AS NDIGITS RADIX -2k SD NUMBER

Let n, x, k be natural numbers. We say thatx is represented byn, k if and only if:

(Def. 12) x < (Radixk)n.

One can prove the following propositions:

(24) If m is represented by 1,k, then DigA(DecSD(m,1,k),1) = m.

(25) For everyn such thatn ≥ 1 and for everym such thatm is represented byn, k holds
m= SDDecDecSD(m,n,k).

(26) If k ≥ 2 and m is represented by 1,k and n is represented by 1,k, then
SD Add CarryDigA(DecSD(m,1,k),1)+DigA(DecSD(n,1,k),1) = SD Add Carrym+n.

(27) If m is represented byn+1, k, then DigA(DecSD(m,n+1,k),n+1) = m÷ (Radixk)n.
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6. DEFINITION FOR ADDITION OPERATION FOR AHIGH-SPEEDADDER ALGORITHM ON

RADIX -2k SD NUMBER

Let k, i, n be natural numbers and letx, y ben-tuples ofk−SD. Let us assume thati ∈ Segn and
k≥ 2. The functor Add(x,y, i,k) yielding an element ofk−SD is defined by:

(Def. 13) Add(x,y, i,k) = SD Add Data(DigA(x, i) + DigA(y, i),k) + SD Add CarryDigA(x, i −′

1)+DigA(y, i−′ 1).

Let n, k be natural numbers and letx, y ben-tuples ofk−SD. The functorx′+′ y yields an-tuple
of k−SD and is defined by:

(Def. 14) For everyi such thati ∈ Segn holds DigA(x′+′ y, i) = Add(x,y, i,k).

The following propositions are true:

(28) If k ≥ 2 and m is represented by 1,k and n is represented by 1,k, then
SDDecDecSD(m,1,k)′+′ DecSD(n,1,k) = SD Add Data(m+n,k).

(29) Let givenn. Supposen≥ 1. Let givenk, x, y. Supposek≥ 2 andx is represented byn, k and
y is represented byn, k. Thenx+y = SDDecDecSD(x,n,k)′+′ DecSD(y,n,k)+(Radixk)n ·
SD Add CarryDigA(DecSD(x,n,k),n)+DigA(DecSD(y,n,k),n).
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